Introduction
The absorption spectrum of nitric oxide has been thoroughly studied during the last two decades and was recently reviewed-in an article by Miescher and Huber [lp. The present atlas reproduces part of it, namely the region between 1420 and 1250 A, an interval which is singled out by the two following properties of the NO n;olecule. Near the long wavelength boundary, at 1395 A, is the third dissociation limit N (2D) + 0 (3P) of the molecule, and close to the short wavelength boundary, at 1260 A, is the third ionization limit NO + (X 1 I +, v = 2) + e -. The first ionization limit v = 0 at 1338 A, is located midway between. The region: therefore, comprises the limits of the Rydberg series converging to the three lowest vibrational levels of the ionic ground state, including the v = 1 series which has maximum intensity because of the magnitUde of the Franck-Condon factors. Compared to the absorption spectrum in the near vacuum ultraviolet the structure of the bandB in the Bpeetral region of thiB atlas i5 mueh simpler because of the almost complete absence of non-Rydberg levels at energies exceeding the dissociation limit mentioned :lbove_ A photographic rpprodnction on a similar scale of the absorption spectrum between 1920 and 1400 A has been published earlier [2] .
Experimental
The spectra were photographed in 1965 at the 10. The background is the Lyman continuum and shows some broadened Si lines, the 0 I triplet near 1305 A and a few C I and Hg I lines. The NO gas, mixed with He, was contained in an absorption cell fitted with LiF windows. This cell, including the windows, was kept at the temperature of liquid oxygen. Spectra of ordinary 14N 11'>0 and of high purity H>N 160 were photographed and are marked "14" and "15", respectively, in figures 1-3. Ilford Q II plates were used. The reproductions in figures 1-3 are made from the same original plates that had earlier served for a small scale reproduction of the spectra of four NO isotopes [4] .
Morp rpcpniJy, the wholp ~pp.r.tr:ll TPvon of thi!; Htl::..,;; was photographed, both for 14N160 and 15N160, in high order of the 10.5 m spectrograph by using a windowless cooled cell (5] . The wavenumber scale in figures 1-3 is accurately based on measurements made on these new plates which have low order iron reference lines.
Survey of the NO Absorption Spectrum
In this section a short discussion of the results of the analysis of the NO spectrum will be given. This is to clarify the assignments for the various bands -in figures 1-3, and to make meaningful the remarks accompanying the accurate wavenumber given for each band in tables 1-3. The wavenumbers and the remarks originate from the study of the high resolution plates. The low ionization potential of NO (9.25 e V) is responsible for the structure of the spectrum in the region of this atlas. The first Rydberg series in the spectrum of NO appears at much longer wavelengths than for N2 Due to the d-like shape of the 217* orbital of the 15th electron in the ground state configuration of NO the ndcr-X and ndl7-X Rydberg series are very weak in absorption and are not observed above n = 4. Only nd8-X Rydberg series appear to higher n in the spectrum in consequence of the peculiar structure of the d complexes [6] . The nf-X Rydberg series are the prominent features exhibiting sharp rotational lines.
Whereas strong interactions between Rydberg and valence (NR) states produce extensive perturbations of different kinds in the near vacuum ultraviolet part of the spectrum, such perturbations are much less abundant in the spectral region of figures 1-3. zIT NR levels mixed with zTI R levels [7] occur only in the bands c-X, d-X and e-X which converge to the dissociation limit at 1395 A. Another NR progression is formed by the G 21 --x 2IT bands, overshooting this limit with the (10, 0) and (11, 0) bands and abruptly terminating with the (12, 0) band. The three bands show broadened rotationallines. The I 2I, +-X 2TI (7, 0) band [7] at 1409 A isa red degraded diffuse NR band in the 14N I6 0 spectrum. It appears as a symmetric absorption maximum in the I5N160 spectrum, where its position coincides with the calculated position of the missing 6pcr-X (0, 0) R band. 2a NR levels, finally, cannot be located accurately, but in figure 1 the existence of at least one such level near 72540 cm-1 is indicated by the perturbed structures of the 5d8-X (1, 0) bands in the two isotope :spectra.
The first dissociation limit of NO is known to be at 52400 cm-1 (1908 .A), at a far longer wavelength outside figure 1 . The much discussed [1] continuous state A' 2I+, arising from the unexcited atoms, produces weak predissociation (absence of emissions) of the sharp 2ll NR levels and. as a consequence of the mixing. also predissociation of the ZIT R levels. Furthermore, it is responsible for many broadenings observed in ~ + NR and R levels. The A I ~ -'-potential curve merges into the potential curves of the Rydberg states around 68000 em-I. Above this energy it produces the strong mixing effects referred to in column (6) The lettering of figures 1-3 separates bands having sharp rotational lines from bands with diffuse fine structure. All ns-X and all nf-X Rydberg bands are sharp, whereas most of the np-X bands and many nd8-X bands are diffuse. Details are given in the tables.
Photoionization spectrometric measurements in the region of this atlas have recently been published [8] , [9] . The stepwise curve, first observed by Watanabe [10] , clearly reflects the vibrational structure of the NO+ ground state, the observed fine SIructure, however, has only tentatively been interpreted up to now.
Conclusion
The shortest wavelength in the spectrum of this atlas is 1250 A. The spectrum of NO below 1250 A has been observed by Watanabe, Matsunaga, and Sakai [11] with moderate resolution and on a discontinuous background. They found a pronounced, probably diffuse band structure starting below 1110 A for which an interpretation is still lacking.
Bands with sharp and with diffuse fine structure have been segregated from each other in the labelling of the figures of this atlas, because only diffuse levels are of interest in connection with the questions of preionization and predissociation. Fano shapes of such bands are not seen in the region of this atlas. Most probably electronic interaction with repulsive valence states, which must exist, leads to dissociation of the molecular core in the case of the diffuse np Rydberg levels. ~v= 1 vibrational interaction between two Rydberg levels, of the kind observed for H2 by Herzberg and Jungen [12] , are conceivable in the cases of the overlapping 9p (v) and 6p(v+1) bands (v=O, 1, and 2). av=2 interaction is possible in the cases of the near-coinciding 10pcr(v) and 5pcr(v+2) bands (v= 1 and 2). These observations and, in addition, rotational interaction observed between Rydberg bands with sharp structures will be discussed in a future paper.
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5P7T -X (2, 0) Very diff. 8 cm-I 73362.7
a Measured band position in cm':' t • Calculated positions in parentheses.
hldentification of the branch or rotational line referred to in column (1) . If overlapping lines form a head, the line of lowest }" is given. nf-X Oi:tIlUlS: 1/DR+2 b tht: t:uu:;l'it:uUUlS lIt:dU o[ the R-Olduch [Ul whjdl R'-J" ~ -! dnd:c' -+2. R' -luLi:ttiuHi:t1 y'Ui:lULUUl UUUlOt:l U[ the COLt:, g = component of l = 3 of the Rydberg electron along the rotational axis (see ref. (16)). c h = head, m = maximum of symmetrical continuum.
d Bands for which no reference is given are reported here for the first time. All wavenumbers in column (1) originate from measurements made on the new high order plates mentioned in section 2. 
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